
 
 

Textiles - Learning Journey  

 

  DT Y7 Baseline Position 

Topic ELEMENT Step 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

K
n

o
w

le
d

g
e

 

I have a very basic understanding of knowledge                   

I have a basic understanding of knowledge                   

I have a good understanding of knowledge                   

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can 

apply it some of the time 

                  

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can 

apply it most of the time 

                  

I have a good understanding of knowledge & can 

apply it the majority of the time 

                  

I have a very good understanding of knowledge & 

can apply it the majority of the time 

                  

I have an excellent understanding of knowledge & 

can apply it the majority of the time 

         

I have an excellent understanding of knowledge & 

can apply it all of the time 

         

M
a

n
u

fa
c
tu

re
 

With help and support I have tried to make my 

product 

         

With help and support I have made my product          

I have used some tools and equipment to produce 

parts of my product myself 

         

I have used tools and equipment correctly to make 

my product 

         

I have used the correct tools and equipment and 

used them with some accuracy to make my 

product 

         

I have used the correct tools and equipment 

skilfully and accurately to make my product 

         

I have used a range of processes correctly and 

skilfully to produce a well-made product accurately 

and correctly. My product meets the design brief / 

specification 

         

I have used a range of processes correctly and 

skilfully to produce a well-made product accurately 

and correctly. My product meets the design brief / 

specification and shows a good level of quality 

         

I have used a range of processes correctly and 

skilfully to produce a well-made product accurately 

and correctly. My product meets the design brief / 

specification and shows a good level of quality and 

precision 

         

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Lesson  Learning Focus Assessment 

1 What is Textiles? Health and safety and equipment    

2 What are embroidery stitches and applique?   

3 How to use a sewing machine safely Health & Safety  
React remember spellings    

4 Fibres and their properties    

5 6 R’s    

6 Design context, project brief and analysis   

7 Initial design ideas and final    

8 Create a template for your monster   

9 Manufacturing stages for making a textile monster Knowledge test 

10 Manufacturing stages for making a textile monster   

11 Manufacturing stages for making a textile monster   

12 Manufacturing stages for making a textile monster   

13 Manufacturing stages for making a textile monster   

14 Manufacturing stages for making a textile monster   

15 Manufacturing stages for making a textile monster   

16 Manufacturing stages for making a textile monster   

17 Manufacturing stages for making a textile monster Project Manufacture 

18 Evaluation   


